
Italy’s Atlantia 
under scrutiny
PARIS: Italian group Atlantia, whose operation of half of Italy’s
motorways is under risk following the collapse of a bridge in
Genoa killing at least 39 people, is a major operator of toll roads
and airports which is expanding rapidly internationally to become
one of the world’s leading operators of infrastructure. Its prime
asset is Autostrade per l’Italia, which according to information
published by Atlantia manages 2,855 km of Italian toll highways
directly and another 165 km through five subsidiaries with sepa-
rate concessions, including the A10 highway where a segment of
an overpass collapsed on Tuesday. 

Deputy prime minister Luigi Di Maio yesterday charged that
the tragedy “could have been avoided” and that it was clear that
Autostrade per l’Italia was at fault for not carrying out mainte-
nance.  The Italian government said it intended to fine the firm 150
million euros and cancel its concession. It was unclear if the entire
concession or just management of the A10 motorway was at stake.
Atlantia said on its website that it has spent 11.4 billion euros to
improve 923 km of Italian motorways, and was waiting for
approval from authorities to build a bypass around Genoa.

Atlantia’s history is intertwined with Autostrade per l’Italia,
which was privatised in 1999 and acquired by investors including
the Benetton group. In 2003 the motorway and other infrastruc-
ture assets were separated and the holding company, which even-
tually took the name Atlantia, was listed on the Milan stock
exchange. Atlantia owns 88 percent of Autostrade per l’Italia,
which accounted for just under two-thirds of its 5.97 billion euros
in revenue last year. Atlantia earned a net profit of nearly 1.2 bil-
lion euros for the year.

Overall it operates more than 5,000 km of motorways in Brazil,
Chile, India and Poland. It also operates the Mount Blanc tunnel
and recently became the top shareholder in Getlink, which oper-
ates Channel Tunnel, buying a 15.5 percent stake that controls over
a quarter of voting rights for nearly 1.1 billion euros. Atlantia stands

to soon gain more motorways. It recently teamed up with the
German-Spanish group Hochtief-ACS to buy for 18.2 billion euros
the Spanish firm Abertis, which calls itself the world’s top motor-
way operator with 8,600 kilometres of toll roads in 15 countries.

Atlantia will own 50 percent plus one share of the joint venture
that will own Abertis. The Italian group entered the airport man-
agement business in 2013 with contracts for Rome’s two airports,
Fiumicino and Ciampino. In 2016, Atlantia together with French
electricity firm EDF bought 60 percent stakes held by the French
state in the airports in the Nice, Cannes and Saint-Tropez air-
ports. Atlantia’s share price fell by more than 10 percent at one
point during trading on Tuesday, closing the day down 5.4 percent
at 23.54 euros. The Milan stock exchange was closed for a holiday
yesterday. —AFP
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GENOA: Rescuers scoured crushed mountains of rubble
for victims of a bridge collapse in Genoa as the toll rose
to 39 yesterday and Italy’s government blamed the com-
pany in charge of motorways for the disaster. A vast span
of the Morandi bridge caved in during a heavy rainstorm
in the northern port city on Tuesday, sending about 35
cars and several trucks plunging 45 meters onto the rail-
way tracks below. 

At least 39 people are known to have died and 15
injured, according to Italy’s Civil Protection service.
Children aged eight, 12 and 13 were among the dead,
Interior Minister Matteo Salvini said yesterday, adding
that more people were still missing. Three Chileans, who
live in Italy, and three French nationals were also killed,
according to their respective diplomatic services.
Hundreds of rescuers continued their search yesterday
after scouring the huge piles of concrete and twisted
metal overnight by floodlight, hoping to find survivors. 

The tragedy has focused anger on the structural prob-
lems that have dogged the decades old bridge and the
private sector firm Autostrade per l’Italia, which is cur-
rently in charge of operating and maintaining the coun-
try’s motorways. Italy’s government said it intended to
revoke the company’s contract and hit it with a fine of
150 million euros ($170 million). Deputy prime minister
Luigi Di Maio, who arrived in Genoa yesterday morning,
earlier said the tragedy “could have been avoided”.

“Autostrade should have done maintenance and didn’t do
it,” he said.

Aerial footage of the viaduct shows lines of aban-
doned vehicles stretching across the remaining section of
the bridge, with one truck perched towards the edge of a
gaping precipice where a huge part is missing. Fire offi-
cial Emanuele Gissi, who told AFP that three bodies were
retrieved during the night, said
two large cranes were set to
be used in the rescue and
recovery operation, which is
expected to take days. “All
accessible spaces have been
explored, now we are moving
the largest pieces of debris,”
Gissi said. “We cannot know if
there are survivors remaining,
but it’s our job to search.”

More than 200 meters (650
feet) of the 1960s bridge
crumpled without warning as
traffic crossed the busy stretch of motorway on Tuesday,
in the deadliest disaster of its kind in Europe since 2001.
The collapse came as the bridge was undergoing mainte-
nance work while the Liguria region, where Genoa is sit-
uated, experienced torrential rainfall. Italian President
Sergio Mattarella said a “catastrophe” had hit Genoa and

the whole of Italy. “Italians have the right to modern and
efficient infrastructure that accompanies them safely
through their everyday lives,” Mattarella said.

‘I went down with the car’ 
Genoa’s leading public prosecutor Francesco Cozzi yes-

terday said that the incident “definitely wasn’t bad luck”.
“We need to respond to just one
question: Why did this hap-
pen?” As cars and trucks tum-
bled off the bridge, Afifi Idriss,
39, a Moroccan lorry driver, just
managed to come to a halt in
time. “I saw the green lorry in
front of me stop and then
reverse so I stopped too, locked
the truck and ran,” he said.

Some that plunged down
with the bridge managed to
escape unscathed, including a
former goalkeeper for Italian

Serie A club Cagliari. “I was driving along the bridge, and
at a certain point I saw the road in front of me collapse,
and I went down with the car,” Davide Capello told TV
news channel Sky TG24. The incident is the latest in a
string of bridge collapses in Italy, a country prone to
damage from seismic activity but where infrastructure

generally is showing the effects of a faltering economy.
Pope Francis also sent his condolences to the victims,
saying the tragedy has “caused desperation among the
population”, at a service for the feast of the Assumption.

‘Tragedy waiting to happen’  
Genoa, home to half a million people, is located

between the sea and the mountains of northwestern Italy.
Its rugged terrain means that motorways that run through
the city and the surrounding area are characterized by
long viaducts and tunnels. The Morandi viaduct, complet-
ed in 1967, spans dozens of railway lines as well as an
industrial zone with several factories. 

It has been riddled with structural problems since its
construction, which has led to expensive maintenance and
severe criticism from engineering experts. On Tuesday
specialist engineering website “Ingegneri.info” published a
piece that highlighted how the bridge had always present-
ed “structural doubts”, calling it “a tragedy waiting to hap-
pen”. One factory, immediately next to one of the viaduct’s
support columns, was virtually empty on Tuesday on the
eve of a national holiday, and seems to have sustained min-
imal damage. “I live nearby and I cross the bridge every
day on foot,” said Ibou Toure, 23, a translator. “I was never
sure of it, you’d always hear these noises whenever lorries
were going over. “When I heard it had collapsed, I wasn’t
surprised.” —AFP

Anger grows as bridge toll hits 39
35 cars, trucks plunge onto railway tracks as bridge caves in

Walk in the
woods: Missing
Japan kid 
found unharmed 
TOKYO: A two-year-old boy who went
missing in woods in western Japan has been
found unharmed after three days alone,
apparently surviving on river water as volun-
teers hunted desperately for him. Yoshiki
Fujimoto disappeared on Sunday morning in
the Yamaguchi region while out walking with
his brother and grandfather, and the search
for him made headlines nationwide. Police
and locals combed the woods looking for
him, but it was a 78-year-old volunteer from
a neighboring region who stumbled upon the
toddler yesterday morning.

“I shouted ‘Yo-chan’,” Haruo Obata told
local television, a red towel wrapped around
his head against the summer heat. “He replied
‘yes, here’ and there he was,” added Obata, a
retiree who said he regularly volunteers in
disaster relief efforts. The toddler was sitting
on a rock, with his bare feet in a small puddle
of water in front of him, Obata said. “At first, I
didn’t think it was a human.” he told
reporters. “But there he was. I thought my
heart was going to stop.” The toddler’s
miraculous survival is all the more astonish-

ing given the hot weather in Japan in recent
weeks, with local media saying the tempera-
ture where he went missing hit 34 degrees
Celsius (93 degrees Fahrenheit) during his
three-day ordeal.

The woodland area has creeks and rivers,
and some media speculated the resourceful
tot, who turned two on Monday while he was
missing, survived by drinking from them. “He
doesn’t have any major injuries, just a few
scratches and slight dehydration,” said
Hiroyuki Nishihara, an official at the local
hospital treating Fujimoto. “But his life isn’t in
danger and he will be able to leave the hos-
pital very soon.” The toddler disappeared on
Sunday after his grandfather let him walk
back alone to the house-around 100 meters
away-where the child’s mother was waiting.
But Fujimoto never made it to the house, and
appears to have wandered off en route,
prompting a massive manhunt that gripped
Japan during its quiet summer season.

Drones with optical and thermal cameras,
search dogs and helicopters were drafted in for
the search, along with around 160 police and
more volunteers. But in the end, he was found
just a few hundred meters from where he dis-
appeared, to his family’s relief. “I couldn’t help
but squeeze him tight,” his tearful mother Mio
Fujimoto told local television. “I’m so grateful
my son returned safely... He is sleeping tight
now, he seemed relieved but tired.” “That this
volunteer would come all the way here, all we
can do is offer thanks from the bottom of our
hearts,” the boy’s grandfather added. —AFP 

GENOA: This general view shows abandoned vehicles on the Morandi motorway bridge the day after a section collapsed in the north-western Italian city of Genoa. —AFP

GENOA: This general view taken yesterday, shows the rubble of the col-
lapsed section of the Morandi motorway bridge.  —AFP

More people 
still missing


